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_NTRODUCTION
The propulsion system for tilt nacelle V/STOL aircraft must operate
efficiently and smoothly over a wide range of flight speeds, engine weight
flows and incidence angles. For example, d_ring tbea_p_oe_'_ to lsndin8
(fi 8. 1), the n_celles ro_e from the normal horizon_l position to _m
angle of 90 °. Rotating the nacelles to these high _les results in cor-
respondingly high angles of flow incidence _t the inlets.
If the fan is to perform satisfactorily, the inlet n_st meet the re-
quirements listed in figure 2. For high thrust and engine efficiency, the
inlet pressure recovery must be high and the inlet flow distortion low.
These two requirements are usually met simultaneously. For the fan blade
stresse_ to be low, the distortion must be low. For acceptable airplane
handling qualities and control, any variations in t_e pressure recovery
and distortion that do occur must be smooth, that is, not discontinuous.
Generally, an inlet with attached flow will satisfy the above requirements.
There are however some levels and degrees of separation that may be accept-
able for certain engines.
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SYMBOLS
Blowing pressure ratio, Pp/P
inlet area contraction ratio (RhL/Rt) 2
fan face diameter 50.8 _m (20.00 in.)
hilite diameter 53_87 cm (21.208 in.)
inlet axial length 30,63 cm (12.059 in.)
inlet throat Mach number
fan rotational speed
blowing plenum pressure
free stream total pressure
fan face area weighted total pressure recovery
local throat radius, cm (in.)
V t
V
O0
l_lax
2
fan face area weighted total pressure distortion
one dimensional throat velocity
free stream velocity
angle-of-attack, deg
circumferential angle, deg (=0 ° in windward plane)
fan blade vibratory stress
maximum allc_able fan blade vibratory stress
2.4_i08 N/m 2 p-p (3,5_i04 Ib/in 2 p-p)
r
APPARATUS
At NASA Lewis Research Center several concepts have been evaluated
that would extend the tilt nacelle/inlet attached flow operatln8 ra_e.
_ick lip_, scarf Inlets, centerbody locat£on, etc.). These concepts
are discussed in the references.
This paper presents the experimental results of a C_ Aerospace
Corporation/Lewis V/STOL inlet with blowing boundary layer control which
was tested in the NASA Lewis 9×15 ft Low Speed Wind Tunnel (fig. 3).
This is approximately a 1/3 scale model of a fixed geometry inlet designed
by Crumman Aerospace Corporation for w tilt nacelle V/STOL aircraft. The
Inlet/nacelle model was tested with an existin8 (20 in.) 30.48 cmdiameter
£_. This is a single stage fan which has a pressure ratio and a tip
speed representative of a V/STOL aircraft application.
The goal was to ascertain the inlet/fan performance over the low
speed inlet operating envelope (0 < V o _ 64 m/set (125 knots),
0° < _ < 120°). The model rotates in the horizontal plane about the
ver_ica_ support post. This post also provides the passage for the high
pressure turbine drive air. (The windward plane is labeled in the slide.)
The blowing air supply line comes from the top of the tunnel and is
mounted with a swivel join_. A portion of the adajcent vertical wall was
removed to allow the fan and turbine exhaust to pass through during high
angles of attack.
Figure 4 shows the inlet details _nd instrumentation. The inlet is
an asymmetric design with a windward-side contraction ratJ - of 1.69 and
a leeward-side contraction ratio of 1.32. The contraction ratio is de-
fined as (RhL/Rt) 2.
The blowing slot was located slightly downstream of the inlet throat
and extends 120 ° , from -60 ° to +60 ° about the windward plane. The slot
height was _0.012 inches. The blowing direction was tangent to the inlet
surface. The diffuser wall angle was 12° , .naximum.
The fan face diameter was 30.48 cm (20 in.) and the inlet length
ratio (L/Df) was 0.603. Rakes were located ahead of the fan. These rakes
were used to measure the fan face total pressure recovery and distortion.
A wall static and the lower total probe were used to determine fan face
separation.
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Data were taken from 0 < V o < 64 m/see (125 knots), 0 °_< _ < 120 °
and blowing pressure ratios from 0.99 .< Pp/Po _< 2.00.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
What can a small amount of blowing do for the inlet angle-of-attack
(_) operating range?
Figure 5 answers this question. Shown is the inlet angle-of-attack
plotted against the throat-to-freestream velocity ratio for both the non-
blowing and blowing inlets. The blowing inlet had a blowing pressure
ratio (Pp/P_,) of 1.40 (5% of inlet mass flow). Separation-free (attached)
flow is to the right of each curve.
With no blowing, at a velocity ratio of 2.5, the maximum c_ of
separation-free flow is _61 °. However, with blowing the maximum angle-of-
attack is Ii0 °. This result applies to the low speed, 31 m/see (60 knots).
This is a tremendous improvement in the separation-free operation of the
inlet.
The blowing curve includes points for four freeatream velocities.
The data tends to correlate with the throat-to-freear_eam velocity ratio
.6
been compared r__ the fan opezar.ing r_. 1_e..ri_-_ .b_. _rve _rep__s
£ull-Chrottle (100% fan speed) and the left hand curve is part-throttle
(40% fan speed). These curves represent a tense o£ £zeestream velocities.
In 8eneral, with blowing r/!e tnle_ would Operate in _e a_ed £1ow re-
81on over the operating range from part to £ull throttle.
ure 7. Total pressure recovery and distortion at the fan face is plotted
versus the one-d_menslonal inlet throat Mach m_nbero The data is shown
for Vm of 41 m/see (80 knots) and _ of 75 ° . Attachment occurs with
increasing M t (rpm). Separation occurs with decreasing M t (rpm). The
solid symbols denote separated flow.
With decreasing throat Mach number, the flow separation occurred at
a significantly lower throat Mach number than it attached with increasing
throat Mach number. This is a stable hysteresis which was typical with
blowing. However, the baseline (nonblowing) inlet had negligible hyster-
esis.
The fan face distortion also exhibited a stable hysteresis. As throat
Mach number (rpm) increased the fan face distortion increased (responding
to separated flow) and decreased when the flow attached. However, with
decreasing throat Mac_ number (rpm) the flow remains attached to a lower
throat Mach number wlth a corresponding lower fan face distortion.
For a particular set of inlet condition (Voo, _ = const, with rpm
varying from maximum to minimum) the following occurs:
(a) From maximum rpm to (rpm) separation, the pressure recovery in-
creases and distortion decreases.
(b) From (rpm) separation to rpm where separated flow occurs over a
small part of the fan face, the pressure recovery decreases and distortion
increases.
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(C) When the inlet is completely separated both pressure recovery and
distortion decrease,
It is interesting to note, that when attachment or separation occurs
there is an abrupt change in the pressure recovery and distortion. Data
pertaining to th_ separation point (decreasing rpm) will be the topic of
the remaining discussion.
Figure 8 shows the effect of blowing pressure ratio on inlet separa-
tion. *this figure shows: the total pressure recovery and fan face distor-
tion versus throat Mach number (Mt) at Vm = 41 m/see (80 knots) and
._ = 75 °, _he same condition as tile previous figure. Data for _he baseline
(nonblowing) inlet are given by the symbols. Solid symbols denotes sepa-
rated flow. The baseline (nonblowing) inlet was separated from a throat
Mach number of 0.15 to 0.375. There is also a region from 0.250 to 0.325
where the inlet flow and fan rpm are unstable.
For the blowing inlet, blowing pressure ratios of 1.2, 1.4 and 1.7
are shown. The blowing pressure ratio is defined as Pp/P_. A large in-
cremental gain in the attached flow throat Mach number range occurred with
a blowing pressure ratio of 1.2 (maximum of 4.3% inlet flow). However,
the h!Kher blowing pressure ratios do modestly increase the level of re-
covery sad the r_mge of ettached flow,
As a result of _ ael_ratioa point occurri.8 at lawer tlhroat Nach
number the region of smooth thrust modulation is Increased _i=h blowing.
Blowing also resulted in a reduction in fan face distortion which is
analogous to the pressure recovery increase.
Figure 9 shows the effect of blowing on _an blade stresses for
V® = 64 m/sac (125 knots), _ = 55 °. The first, flatwise bending mode
stress signature is shown as m peree_sEe of t]ie n_xim_ allowable stress
versus the fan rotational speed (N).
The stress signature can be characterized as having two components:
a broadband level superimposed on which are a series of discrete narrow
speed band peaks. With the baseline configuration these discrete narrow
peaks correspond to integral numbers of blade vibration cycles per revolu-
tion (ViB/REV).
With the nonblowing inlet the 3, 4, and 5 vibration per rev. were of
a significant level. Of particular concern was the 4 vib. per rev. which
was near 100% of the allowable stress. However, with the 120 ° blowing
(Blg. P.R. of 1.4 _ 5% of inlet mass flow) the blade stress peaks were
eradicated.
SUMMARY
The major effects of blowi[_g on boundary layer control of a tilt-
nacelle V/STOL inlet are:
i. Angle-of-attack range increased.
2. Blade stresses significantly reduced.
3. Fan face distortion reduced.
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Figure ]. - Representative landinq approach for tilt-narcelle VTOL
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Figure 2. - Inlet requirements.
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Figure 3.- Model installation in 9x15 foot wind tunnel.
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